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THE BACKSTORY
Emily is a family practitioner who runs a 3 physician family practice in New Jersey. An eClinicalWorks user,
she was looking for someone who could bill with her EHR. And that proved to be a tough challenge. “ I
contacted several billing companies after my biller quit earlier this year. But none of the companies could
work with eCW. They wanted me to transition to other billing softwares. I was happy with my EHR and
didn’t want to switch systems. And that is when I came across thePracticeBridge ”, says
Emily.
She is one of the scores of EHR users who look for revenue cycle management providers who understand
their EHRs.

THE BOTTLENECKS FACED
 Low revenue realization rate
 Huge AR backlog
 Slow RCM processes
 High number of coding related denials

thePracticeBridge IN ACTION
Steve, our eClinicalWorks revenue cycle specialist drove down to Emily’s medical practice a couple of
hours after receiving the call. The major concern of the family practitioner’s office was their slow and
inefficient revenue cycle. They wanted Steve to analyse their revenue flow and find out where the
faultlines were.
Our revenue cycle and workflow management experts studied their last one year’s RCM and found out
that most of the denials were due to miscoded claims. After careful analysis they submitted 7 detailed
and insightful reports. Turned out, Emily and the other providers who worked for her handled the coding
tasks themselves.
He gave her a thorough billing, collection and AR analysis report. As Emily was apprehensive about the
RCM costs, Steve gave her a clear breakdown of BillingParadise’s pricing structure. Emily compared it to
that of eCW and decided to go ahead with our services.
We agreed to not charge for co-pays as Emily wanted us to carry out patient eligibility checks only for
varicose veins procedures. “We do about 20 procedures per week”, she said.

 Collect 95% of outstanding AR in 60 days
 Reduce denial rate
 Increase coding accuracy
 Follow up on claims that were within
TFL and AL

ACTIONABLE FINANCIAL DATA : IN A FEW TAPS !
theBillingBridge is realtime financial KPI reporting app. We asked Emily to install the app and she was
more than happy with the analytical reports our app offers. theBillingBridge helped Emily track her
claims cycle and receive highly insightful revenue cycle reports. Detailed information on collection KPIs
and charge capture KPIs were provided.
It also resolved Emily’s top concerns - communication. “ I was worried that outsourcing my RCM would
mean communication hassles between my biller and practice. All is on even keel. I use the ticketing
feature to raise and resolve tickets. The billers can also reach me anytime through the Query feature ”,
she said.

INCREASED REVENUE CYCLE EFFICIENCY
AND ACCELERATED WORKFLOW..
 We increased revenue flow by 30% through our expert, 24/7, 7 step revenue cycle
management
 Reduced denial rate by following a 5 phased denial management process
 Retrieved outstanding receivables and exceeded collection targets
 Shortened accounts receivable resolution time drastically
 Identified and eliminated front-end claim rejections and
increased first pass
 Cut down transaction time by 80% through quick
and streamlined filing of appeals.
Increased appeal success rate

 The cost to collect of the family practice was cut down by 40% due to our low cost
revenue management support
 Increased coding accuracy by analysing and addressing coding errors. Our
AAPC/AHIMA certified experts performed accurate chart abstraction, medical coding
and code auditing services
 Provided in-depth insights and realtime KPI tracking capabilities through
theBillingBridge
 Quickened the revenue cycle by eliminating weak, redundant processes
 Performed thorough eligibility checks and reduced denials due to eligibility errors

TESTIMONIALS
“ After working with thePracticeBridge I’ve seen tremendous
improvement in collections. The billing team is very responsive and
friendly. It’s been a beautiful journey with thePracticeBridge so far.
My huge AR backlog has finally come down thanks to their superefficient team ”

- Emily Watson, Family practitioner, New Jersey

